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Overview
About the Release Notes
The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and
enhancements in the latest release.
What’s Included in the Release Notes
For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide:
●
●
●

A high-level description of the functionality
Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration
Tips to help you maximize the benefits

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which
will be included along with a brief description.
Your Feedback Matters
We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager.
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1. Bug Fixes
[CUS-1416] - Inconsistent entry dates provided for transactions for
tenants in Uruguay
Given an old library, some tenants in Uruguay experienced inconsistent entry dates on transactions.
With this fix, for any tenant from countries dropping the DST (Daylight Saving Time), the transactions
are now posted with a correct entry date.

[CUS-1434] - API 1.0 update on client deletes custom field data if
not provided
When updating a customer via API and custom field values are not provided, then the custom field
value is removed, even though it is not provided in the API with an empty value. In Mambu V8.6, the
issue was fixed and the client is updated accordingly.

[CORE-1339] - Trigger the overdue penalties application when the
interest is applied on the loan account
There was a behavior inconsistency between the Outstanding penalties and Overdue penalties.
Outstanding penalties are triggered by the interest applied transaction, while Overdue penalties are
triggered by the cron job execution. The solution provides consistency between all the penalties
calculation methods by triggering New Overdue Penalties application when posting an interest applied
transaction as well as on repayment (interest is applied as repayment). The affected accounts are
fixed and dynamic.

[DEP-582] - Change the validation text displayed for UI and API
when performing adjustments for card originated withdrawals
We improved the accuracy of error messages displayed when adjusting card transactions to clarify
the tokenized nature of these transactions. On Mambu, tokens can be used to initiate transactions
related to cards, digital wallets and other useful purposes. We therefore adjusted our error messages
to reflect this capability.
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